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Upper bounds on all R-parity-violating ll9 combinations from proton stability
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In an R-parity-violating supersymmetric theory, we derive upper bounds on all thel i jk9 l i 8 j 8k8-type combi-
nations from the consideration of proton stability, wherel i jk9 are baryon-number-violating couplings involving
three baryonic fields andl i 8 j 8k8 are lepton-number-violating couplings involving three leptonic fields.
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In the minimally supersymmetrized standard mod
~MSSM!, the superpotential contains the followingR-parity
conserving terms:

W05 f e
i j LiHdEj

c1 f d
i j QiHdD j

c1 f u
i j QiHuU j

c1mHdHu .
~1!

Here,Li and Qi are SU~2!-doublet lepton and quark supe
fields; Ei

c ,Ui
c ,Di

c are SU~2!-singlet charged lepton, up- an
down-quark superfields;Hd and Hu are Higgs superfields
responsible for the down- and up-type masses respectiv
The generation indices are assumed to be summed ove

R-parity is a discrete symmetry which is defined asR
5(21)(3B1L12S), whereB is the baryon number,L is the
lepton number andS is the spin of the particle.R is 11 for
all standard model particles and21 for their superpartners
If one allowsR-parity violation @1#, the most general super
potential includes the followingL- andB-violating terms:

W85
1

2
l i jkLiL jEk

c1l i jk8 LiQjDk
c1

1

2
l i jk9 Ui

cD j
cDk

c1m iL iHu .

~2!

Here l i jk9 are B-violating while l i jk , l i jk8 and m i are all
L-violating couplings. Considering the antisymmetry in t
first ~last! two flavor indices inl(l9), namely

l i jk52l j ik , l i jk9 52l ik j9 , ~3!

there are 48 additional parameters. These are constra
from various experimental searches@2#.

The simultaneous presence ofB- and L-violating cou-
plings drives proton decay. Therefore, in anR-parity-
violating (R” ) theory, what can be derived from proton dec
are, for example, bounds onl9 correlated with any of the
L-violating couplings. As mentioned before,L-violating
sources are of 3 types. The couplingsl i jk8 constitute one type
of source, and the correlated bounds in this case exist in
literature@3,4#. At the tree level the bounds apply only to
select set of the couplings, and one obtains@3#, assuming
superpartner masses around 1 TeV,
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l11k8 l11k9 &10224, ~4!

wherek52,3. At the one-loop level, one can always find
least one diagram in which anyl i jk8 in conjunction with any
l lmn9 contributes to proton decay@4#. It follows that, for su-
perparticle masses of order 1 TeV,

l i jk8 l lmn9 &1029. ~5!

If one admits tree level flavor-changing squark mixing, t
bounds are strengthened by two orders of magnitude.

Recently, contributions to proton decay originating fro
the L-violating parametersm i in conjunction with thel9’s
have been investigated@5#. Here, the diagram at the tree lev
produces a constraint, for an exchanged scalar mass
TeV,

l1129 e l,10221, ~6!

where e l5m l /m, with m assumed to be of order 1 TeV
Constraints on the otherl i jk9 e l-type combinations originate
from loop diagrams and hence are weaker. They are typic
of order 10210–10214, always assuming superparticle mass
of order 1 TeV.

The aim of the present paperis to examine the othe
source of lepton number violation, viz.l i jk , and derive
bounds onl i jk9 l i 8 j 8k8 products with any choices of flavo
indices.

The fact thatl and l9 together can drive proton deca
has been noted before@6# in the context of an extende
gauge model. The idea however applies to any gen
framework ofR-parity violation, for example, as the one i
the present paper. We will note as we proceed further
any one of the ninel9-couplings in association with any on
of the ninel-couplings can contribute to proton decay
one- or two-loop order if not at the tree level. Figure 1 sho
a generic diagram involving two blobs. TheL i jk9 -blob on one
side represents either a tree or a one-loop diagram contai

FIG. 1. Generic structure of diagrams involvingl9 andl cou-
plings that lead to proton decay.
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a l i jk9 -vertex with external quark lines. TheL i 8 j 8k8-blob on
the other side contains al i 8 j 8k8-vertex with external lepton
lines through a tree or a one-loop diagram. The two blobs
connected by virtual neutralinos. The amplitude of this g
neric diagram can be written as

GR/ .
L i jk9 L i 8 j 8k8

mx̃0
, ~7!

where mx̃0 is the mass of the exchanged neutralino. T
maximum contribution is expected to come from the e
change of the lightest neutralino, which we assume to
predominantly a gaugino~the Higgsino exchanged graph
will be suppressed by light masses!. The next task is to de
cipher the explicit structures of the two blobsL9 and L,
which involve all possible combinations of flavor indice
associated withl9 andl, in a case by case basis.

We start with the evaluation ofL i jk9 for various combina-
tions of the indices. Note that, due to the antisymmetry of
indices mentioned in Eq.~3!, we can always takekÞ3.
Among the independent couplings now, we can distingu
two cases. This part is very similar to the discussion app
ing in our earlier work@5#.

Case ~a!. For L1129 , we obtain a tree graph, which i
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The strength of the blob is given by

L1129~a!'
gl1129

ms̃c
2 . ~8!

Case~b!. The otherl i jk9 ’s cannot appear in tree diagram
because they would involve at least one heavy quark (c, b or
t) in the outer legs. However, they couple through loop d
grams involving the exchange of charged scalars. As a re
of the m-term, the physical charged Higgsh1 is a combina-
tion of Hu

1 andHd
1 . The diagram involvingh1 is shown in

Fig. 2~b! where flavor violation occurs via Cabibbo
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! projections. This diagram is in
finite. In the supersymmetric limit, it cancels with a simil
diagram containing the longitudinalW-boson in place of the
charged Higgs boson. Since supersymmetry is broken,
sum of the two diagrams gives a finite quantity which d
pends logarithmically on the masses of these two scalars
a charged Higgs boson mass of order 1 TeV that we ass
in this paper, we can safely omit this logarithm for an ord
of-magnitude estimate, yielding

FIG. 2. TheB-violating blob L i jk9 for various combinations of

the indices.x̃0 is the neutralino coupled to the blob.
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j

16p2 ~Vi1* V1 j !
gl i jk9

md̃
k
c

2 . ~9!

We now discuss the lepton-number violating blo
L i 8 j 8k8 . Here, there are three cases which should be dis
guished.

Case~a!. Six of the nine differentl i 8 j 8k8’s, characterized
by k8Þ3, contribute to the blob at the tree level as shown
Fig. 3~a!. The strength of this blob can be written as

L i 8 j 8k8
~a! '

gl i 8 j 8k8

m
l̃
k8
c

2 ~k8Þ3!. ~10!

Case ~b!. For L123, the dominant contribution come
through the box shown in Fig. 3~b!. Again, an order of mag-
nitude estimate for the strength of this blob yields

L123
~b!'

g3l123

16p2MW
2

mt

mt̃

. ~11!

Here we have parametrized the left-right slepton mixing b
asmtmt̃ , wheremt̃ is some kind of an average of the mass
of t̃L and t̃R .

Case~c!. There is another type of contribution to the blo
L i 8 j 8k8 for j 85k8 @or equivalentlyi 85k8 on account of the
antisymmetry shown in Eq.~3!#. These are self-energy typ
diagrams shown in Fig. 3~c!. These include some of the cou
plings described in case~a!, viz., those withj 85k851 and
j 85k852. For the remaining casej 85k853, we do not
have the tree diagram described in case~a! because that
would have implied at-lepton in the final state. The strengt
of this blob is given by

L i 8k8k8
~c! '

gl i 8k8k8

16p2
ml k8

. ~12!

Since these blobs lead to only one particle carrying lep
number in the final state, the dimension ofL i 8k8k8

(c) is not the

same as that ofL i 8 j 8k8
(a) or L123

(b) . Since such self-energy dia
grams involve lower dimensional operators, the constra
on l i 811 andl i 822 derived from these diagrams, despite su
fering loop suppressions, happen to be stronger than th
derived from tree diagrams in case~a!.

We can now put the various combinations ofL i jk9 and
L i 8 j 8k8 into Eq. ~7! to obtain the strength of the baryon an
lepton number violating couplings which are responsible

FIG. 3. TheL-violating blobL i 8 j 8k8 for various combinations of

the indices.x̃0 is the neutralino coupled to the blob.
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TABLE I. Decay modes for the proton and bounds derived on the couplings for all possible combin
of the baryon violating and the lepton violating vertices. The bounds are on the productsl i jk9 l i 8 j 8k8 . All
superpartner masses are assumed to be 1 TeV. The ranges in the last column indicate the variatio
different CKM projections.

l1129 all otherl i jk9

l i 8 j 8k8 Final states Bounds Final states Bounds

i 8Þ j 8Þk8, k8Þ3 K1e6m7n̄ 10216
p1(K1)e6m7n̄ 1025–1027

i 8Þ j 8Þk8, k853 K113n 10214 p1(K1)13n 1023–1025

j 85k851 ~or i 85k851) K1n̄ 10217
p1(K1) n̄ 1026–1028

j 85k852 ~or i 85k852) K1n̄ 10220
p1(K1) n̄ 1029–10211

j 85k853 ~or i 85k853) K1n̄ 10221
p1(K1) n̄ 10210–10212
ca
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proton decay. For lepton number violation through case~c!,
the effective couplingGR/ has mass dimension22, and pro-
ton lifetime is given by

tp5~mp
5GR/

2 !21. ~13!

In other cases, the final states will have three particles
rying lepton number, the effective couplingGR/ will have
mass dimension25, and the proton lifetime will be given by

tp5~mp
11GR/

2 !21. ~14!

We present the bounds on the combinationsl i jk9 l i 8 j 8k8 in
Table I for superparticle masses of the order of 1 TeV.
deriving the bounds, we have takentp to be 1032 yr @7#,
except for final states with charged leptons for which
,

uc

09770
r-

n

benchmark value of 1031 yr has been assumed. Moreove
for our order of magnitude estimates, we have neglected
final state particle masses and phase space factors, as
earlier estimates@2–5#. Consideration of 4-body phase spa
can relax the bounds in the first two rows of Table I by abo
two orders of magnitude.

To conclude, we have derived new constraints on
products of the forml i jk9 l i 8 j 8k8 from proton stability. These
bounds are complementary to otherL andB violating prod-
ucts@4,5# that contribute to proton decay. In most cases,
bounds are orders of magnitude stronger than the produc
upper bounds on individual couplings@2,8–10#.

G.B. acknowledges hospitality at the CERN Theory Div
sion where part of the work was done.
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